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  Exodus 20:14

(14) "You shall not commit adultery. 

    New King James Version

As far as we know, the crisis of AIDS has been with us since 1981, although 
blood samples from as early as 1959 show evidence of the HIV virus. 
Already, tens of thousands have died from it in the United States alone. 
Although the disease can be spread by other means, the primary vehicle for 
the contagion is sexual contact.

Before AIDS, sexually transmissible diseases (STDs) like gonorrhea, 
syphilis, herpes, and chlamydia—politely called "social" or venereal 
diseases—raged around  for centuries. Like AIDS, these are the world
primarily spread by sexual contact, usually of an illicit nature. Today, the 
Centers for Disease Control reports, 87 percent of all reportable disease is 
sexually transmitted!

This means, of course, that 87 percent of all disease is preventable—by 
keeping the , "You shall not commit adultery" (seventh commandment

), which includes all forms of sexual immorality. Mankind Exodus 20:14
could eliminate nearly nine-tenths of all disease by changing sexual behavior 
to conform to the standard of God's law! Imagine the health, , and  joy peace
this would cause!

What a breakthrough, right? Wrong! The medical establishment worldwide—
except for a few "radical" countries, most of which are Muslim—utterly 
rejects behavioral changes in favor of the politically correct "safe sex" 
procedures. Dr. Ed Payne, a faculty member at the Medical College of 
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Georgia, calls the medical community's attitude of rejection of moral values 
"deliberate naiveté" ( , November 1, 1997, p. 5). Like children, they World
believe that if they just shut their eyes to the underlying cause of the 
problem, it really does not exist.

Dr. Payne writes:

The crisis of American medicine is not tobacco, AIDS, silicone, the 
Gulf War Syndrome, breast or any other form of cancer. . . . The 
crisis of American medicine is far greater than any one of these 
problems; indeed, it is far greater than all of them combined, 
because the answers to these problems do not come from within 
them, but from medical ethics. It is the same crisis that faces our 
culture in every other area: How do we decide ethics? That is, how 
do we decide what is right and what is wrong? (ibid.)

What is the result? In the case of STDs, the medical establishment actually 
promotes promiscuity and immorality. Rather than "weigh in" on pre-marital 
sex, it provides sex education, condoms, and birth-control pills to 
adolescents. To the majority of "health professionals," homosexuality is not 
wrong, but unsafe homosexual sex is "at-risk behavior." They do not see the 
risk that  will punish for this  (see ; God sin I Corinthians 6:9-11 Leviticus 18:

; ; ; ; ; 22 20:13 Romans 1:24-32 I Timothy 1:8-10 Deuteronomy 23:17
), but that a person might get a fatal disease.Revelation 21:8

Wrong becomes right, and if it is so right, their actions say, we should do 
more of it!

— Richard T. Ritenbaugh

To learn more, see:
Right? Wrong?
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 Related Topics:
 Adultery

 AIDS
 Fornication

 HIV Virus
 Homosexuality
 Pre-Marital Sex

 Sexual Immorality
 Sexual Perversion

 Sexual Sins
 STD

 The Seventh Commandment
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